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INTRODUCTION
Clifton Productions is a family owned & operated company with over fifty years’
experience in the entertainment, exhibition and production industry. The Clifton’s
team has worked behind the scenes from inception to completion on thousands
of projects Australia wide, spanning music concerts and festivals, theatre, sports,
broadcast events, and exhibitions. Starting with electrical, rigging and lighting
installations for exhibitions and productions, our business has evolved and expanded
into major event staging and grandstand seating structures that cement our
unparalleled reputation, as the leading and most innovative event partner.
Our talented team of experienced & passionate event professionals are the driving
force behind the success of our business, and our key partnerships with some of
Australia’s leading event organisers, promoters and producers. Our professionalism,
extensive knowledge and attention to detail is seen in everything we do, whether it’s
a small exhibition hire or a month-long production. While our head office is located
in Melbourne, the scope of our work reaches Australia wide, and we have fully
staffed offices and warehousing in Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland
and Western Australia.
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// rigging

We are Australia’s most trusted and respected rigging
company. Our extensive inventory provides limitless
opportunities from the installation of a simple banner, to
delivering the most challenging of projects. Having worked
within all of the major exhibition, convention and events
venues Australia wide, our knowledge and capability
combined with our expertise, provides you with the
highest levels of customer service and efficient delivery
from concept to completion.
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// EXHIBITION lighting

With over 3500 lights, you need to look no further than Clifton
Productions, as your lighting partner. Our scale and diverse
product range provides us with the opportunity to research
and invest in the latest intelligent, and energy efficient lighting
products. Working within the exhibition, corporate, major event
and entertainment industries, ensures that we are always
utilising the latest products, with cutting edge technology.
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// GRANDstands

Our grandstands are the highest quality, and safest temporary
facilities in the southern hemisphere. Combining our own
engineering excellence along with the integrated &
interchangeable box seating system coupled with the Layher
scaffolding structure, we have designed and delivered some of
the most outstanding temporary event facilities Australia wide.
From the Pan Pacific World Championships held at the Gold
Coast in 2014, to our annual appearance at the Handa Opera
on Sydney Harbour for the last 3 years, we are continually
lifting the standards in temporary grandstand structures
and seating by combining state of the art materials, with
our extensive knowledge and expertise in delivering
world class event infrastructure.
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// GRANDstand seating

Our seating combines modern materials, cutting edge all polymer
soft action tip-up stadium seating in a variety of different colours in both
the 901, 903 and 908 ranges. Providing the ultimate flexibility to
interchange seat configurations, integrated tamperproof numbering
system and delivering maximum comfort, never before seen in a
temporary seating facility in Australia.
Providing grandstand seating solutions Nationally for the V8 Supercars
Australia, The Voice with Freemantle Media in Sydney along with the
National Beach Volleyball series in Glenelg, SA along with many other
events both indoor & out. Our seats will provide your event attendees
with the best possible experience, whether they are a corporate VIP
or general admission ticket holder.
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// HERCULES staging

The hercules staging system provides the perfect temporary
blank canvas to assist you in the production and delivery of the
ultimate backdrop to a star studded line up of both International
and local performers. Available in 20, 25 and 30m openings
12, 15 and 20m trim heights, 18 and 23m depths, and side
or rear cowsheds. The hercules stage has been designed to
withstand a wind speed of up 154km/h, accommodating up to
100 tonne roof capacity, at the same time as being engineered
to AS standards. Providing the safest temporary stage structure
available in Australia, the innovative hydraulic design eliminates
the requirement for cranes and pickers, and reduces the overall
impact on ground protection.

Having played host to International & Local performers and events such as
Bruce Springsteen, The Foo Fighters and One Direction, the Hercules Stage
delivers has the ultimate experience.
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// APOLLO staging

The apollo staging system provides a smaller physical footprint
for a more intimate production with the same benefits as
the hercules stage, at the same time providing the perfect
environment to produce an outstanding event, that will leave
your audience screaming for more.
Available in 20 and 13m openings 9 and 12m trim heights, 18m
depth, and with cowsheds. The apollo stage has been designed
to withstand a wind speed of up 154km/h, accommodating up
to 30 tonne roof capacity at the same time as being engineered
to AS standards, providing the safest temporary stage structure
available in Australia. The innovative hydraulic design eliminates
the requirement for cranes and pickers, and reduces the overall
impact on ground protection.

Having played host to international & local performers and events such as
Mariah Carey, Billy Idol, Stereosonic and John Farnham the apollo stage
delivers on every level.
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// arc staging

Functional & attractive in appearance with a curved roof
structure, the arc stage provides the perfect backdrop for your
next event. The curved roof provides a lower loading capacity
than the apollo and hercules systems, while still offering plenty
of useable space. The arc stage offers an affordable staging
solution for council & community events, dj stages and small
band performances. The flexibility of this system allows you the
opportunity to dream up whatever side structures you desire,
whether it be typical pa wings or cantilevered led screen
structures. We can make your vision a reality.
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// event deck

Whether it’s a concert, major sporting event or an agm in a
purpose built exhibition venue, our modular layher event decks
are the safest and most structurally sound German engineered
staging system available in Australia. Manufactured for both
indoor & outdoor events, specially designed with a non-slip
surface and available in both timber and carpet finishes, there is
no limit to the deck heights, size or location. Available with guard
and handrails, the flexibility of the event deck system provides
a seamless construction method, with the highest levels of
safety, promising a successful performance every time.
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// LED SCREENS

Our extensive inventory of state of the art vuepix led screens
and vision control equipment provide event designers and
organisers with limitless creative opportunities.
Sophisticated equipment requires Clifton’s best creative minds
to exploit the extreme visual possibilities, now achievable with the
latest led screen technology. In collaboration with our clients we set
out to create unique, visually enticing and interactive environments
that deliver a spectacular experience. Whether you are exhibiting
in a trade show, holding a corporate sporting event, designing
a set for a rock concert or hosting a prestigious awards & dinner
ceremony, we have the right product to compliment your event.
With a huge range of indoor & outdoor led screens, the
options are endless.
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// production lighting

We are Australia’s leading event production and lighting hire
specialists, providing an enormous range of state of the art
lighting and production equipment combined with our extensive
knowledge and experience in both the creative and operational
elements in event production. The more extraordinary the
challenge, the more motivated we are to create the perfect
sensory environment, to engage and inspire your audience.
Our technical and creative production team have the most
extensive experience in Australia. Our reliability and
personalised service has afforded us the opportunity to work
on many of the largest festivals, tours, corporate events
and exhibitions nationally.
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// specialised structures

Our ability to think outside the square, and our extensive
knowledge of scaffolding, staging and structural
engineering creates the perfect combination of resources
to assist you in the manufacture, delivery and installation
of customised facilities for your event, from initial concept
to completion. Our team have the necessary and relevant
experience to interpret your vision at the same time,
providing a structurally sound and safely engineered
product. From a camera tower, to a stage dive platform,
or even a set for television production, our talented team
can provide a variety of attractive & functional solutions.
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// fabrication & manufacturing

With over 50 years’ experience in delivering events and exhibitions,
we have been at the forefront in providing customised solutions,
when it comes fabrication. Our technical skills, combined with our
extensive knowledge and understanding of manufacturing techniques
and engineering excellence, provides you with peace of mind and
satisfaction, when looking to create a unique element for your event.
We specialise in the manufacture of all varieties of rigging truss, steel
fabrication and even production roadcases, with our own range from
Aerolyte cases – www.aerolyte.com.au.
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Operating Nationally with offices in:

VICTORIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

QUEENSLAND

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

84-88 Chifley Drive, Preston
Victoria 3072
Ph +61 3 9416 6844
Fax +61 3 9484 8166
Email info@cprig.com.au

2/1 The Crescent, Kingsgrove
New South Wales 2208
Ph +61 2 8335 9300
Fax +61 2 9316 5133
Email nsw@cprig.com.au

19 Commerce Circuit,
Yatala, Queensland 4207
Ph +61 7 3209 6455
Fax +61 7 3806 1859
Email qld@cprig.com.au

3/15 James Street,
Bayswater
Western Australia 6053
Ph +61 8 9338 0342
Email info@cliftonperth.com.au
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